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Abstract

This work deals with the analysis of energy efficiency (EE) issues of hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) protocols
such as Chase combining (CC) and incremental redundancy (IR), in a LTE baseband-based half-division duplex
relay-assisted network. The EE performance is highly dependent on delay and circuitry power consumption, i.e.,
baseband and radio-frequency (RF) parts, and the effects of these components are investigated for amplify and
forward (AF) and decode and forward (DF) protocols. Moreover, a realistic estimation of the baseband power
consumption is provided. Our contributions in this paper can be summarized as follows: (1) an accurate estimation of
power consumption of the main blocks of the LTE baseband is provided based on a real field-programmable gate
array (FPGA) target and is integrated to a global energy consumption model (2) based on the previous power
consumption evaluation; energy-efficiencies of DF protocol with HARQ-CC and HARQ-IR are investigated with various
modulation orders; in addition, a quite insightful study of the energy efficiency-spectral efficiency trade-off is
conducted, and (3) DF and AF protocols with HARQ are compared in terms of EE, and recommendations are
suggested in order to jointly enhance the QoS and the energy efficiency of wireless systems.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Context
Energy consumption devoted to implement information
and communication technologies is becoming larger and
larger over the years. In 2012, 4.7 % of the global elec-
tric consumption was due to networks, data centers, and
computers, and 3% of the greenhouse gas emission was
due to the ICT (Information & Communications Tech-
nologies) sector and it will not get better; the number
of devices increases (+11% per year), traffic demand
increases (+21% per year), and wireless technologies rep-
resent a larger and larger part of the ICT energy con-
sumption [1, 2]. In such a context, the energy efficiency
(EE) represents a highly important metric in the design of
green cellular systems [3, 4]. Recently, it has been stated
that there is a tremendous waste of energy in the radio
access network [3, 5]. This waste is due to the energy con-
sumed for data transportation, data generation, and data
processing. This issue is of particular importance in the
future wireless systems in which distances between base
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stations (BS) and mobile terminals are becoming smaller
and smaller. In this configuration, the circuits’ energy
consumption tends to be of the same order of magni-
tude as the energy consumed for data transmission [3]. In
addition, the demand for data rate and high-quality user
experience is continuously increasing.

1.2 Related works
So far, the main purpose of resource allocation poli-
cies proposed in literature was to enhance spectral effi-
ciency (SE) without considering energetic issues [6–8].
Recently, the economic and ecological impact of the dra-
matic increase of the amount of data carried in wire-
less networks has grabbed the scientific community’s
attention, and several network deployments improving
energy consumption have been proposed, e.g., femto cells,
cell zooming [9–11], cell cooperation [12, 13], and BS
idling [14–17].
Recently, it has been demonstrated that relay-assisted

systems exhibit a substantial path-loss gain compared
to direct transmission and reveal to be an energy effi-
cient solution. Therefore, in LTE systems, different relay-
assisted schemes have been proposed [18, 19], e.g.,
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amplify-and-forward (AF) and decode-and-forward (DF)
schemes. In AF protocol, the detected signal at the relay is
merely amplified before being retransmitted. The ampli-
fication factor can be constant or variable to take into
account the received signal power variations at the relay
node (RN). In half-duplex DF protocol, the signal is first
demodulated and decoded by RN in a first time slot before
being re-encoded and modulated for the transmission to
the end node in a second time slot. DF does not suffer
from any noise amplification and is considered as a real
competitor for AF protocol.
Moreover, in delay-tolerant applications, different

hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) retransmission
protocols have been adopted in LTE in order to benefit
from temporal diversity. Therefore, it is of great inter-
est to jointly incorporate relay-assisted communications
and HARQ schemes in cross-layer protocols to enhance
the system EE while meeting identical or higher QoS
requirements.
In [20] and [21], authors studied EE for cooperative

and non cooperative HARQ schemes by minimizing the
energy consumed for a single user with an outage prob-
ability constraint. In [13], cooperation between base sta-
tions has been compared to relay systems in terms of EE.
It has been shown that for low traffic load, the relaying
technique is beneficial for low energy consumption relay
nodes (RN). The authors in [22] have proposed a resource
allocation algorithm in order to minimize the consumed
power at BS subject to rate constraint imposed by users.
The work in [23] has dealt with an optimization problem
aiming tomaximize EE in a relay-assisted network. In [24],
the authors investigated the average throughput and delay
for different DF cooperative protocols and analysed the EE
of these protocols.
In all these works, performance is studied from an

information theoretical point of view, without considering
practical issues. The error rate, delay, and EE for coopera-
tive theHARQ-Chase combining (CC) protocol have been
studied in [25]. In [26], the authors have shown that when
considering the circuitry energy consumption, relaying
deployments are not always energy efficient. These stud-
ies are limited to DF relaying and to a specific HARQ
protocol. Furthermore, the energetic cost of the baseband
processing has never been evaluated.
On the other hand, hardware power consumption has

been proven to have a significant impact on EE [27].
Circuits such as field-programmable gate array (FPGA)
devices have been considered as a viable solution to
support advanced signal processing algorithms that are
implemented in wireless embedded communication sys-
tems. These devices can support complex applications
due to the large amount of available hardware resources.
Moreover, their cost and development time are relatively
low compared to their application-specific integrated

circuit (ASIC) counterparts. In literature, power con-
sumption related to baseband processing is generally
omitted or neglected, and only the power required to
transmit data is considered. One of the main reasons
is that power information is not necessarily available
because it highly depends on a particular hardware device
or architecture. Another classic assumption is that the
power consumed by the power amplifier is usually higher
than the power consumed by the baseband circuit and
hence the latter is often neglected. However, this assump-
tion depends on the considered cell size: the smaller
the cell size, the more important the power consumed
by baseband processing [27]. In [27] and [28], general
power consumption values are considered in order to pro-
vide guidelines. However, these values are not specific
to FPGA-based designs and consist of global estima-
tions. Thus, such models are not well-suited to perform
an efficient comparison of FPGA-based designs because
they have not been obtained for such devices. Moreover,
FPGAs have a specific architecture and properties such as
heterogeneous resources, a large programmable intercon-
nect, etc. In our work, we focus on the baseband energy
consumption related to a single user in a small cell.

1.3 Contributions
This paper aims at quantifying the impact of baseband
power consumption on EE of LTE relay-assisted com-
munication for small cell sizes. It focuses on EE eval-
uation and EE-SE trade-off for HARQ-CC and HARQ-
incremental redundancy (IR) protocols and two relaying
schemes, i.e., AF and DF. The main contributions of the
paper are

1. Presentation of a methodology, based on Xpower
tool [29], to evaluate the baseband consumption and
determine EE of different protocols. The baseband
power consumption of an LTE-compliant
OFDM-based system, implemented in an actual
FPGA target is provided in Section 3.

2. Based on these data, an energy consumption model is
derived that is used for EE evaluation of both
HARQ-IR/CC and DF/AF relaying schemes in
Section 4. Moreover, since the energy is not the only
criterium to optimize, the EE-SE trade-off is studied.

Although the study focuses on a particular FPGA
device, i.e., Virtex-6LX240T from the Xilinx family, we
also show that our results can be exploited for several
types of FPGA within a same family, i.e., Virtex 4 and 5. A
scaling factor can be found leading to results easily adapt-
able to a larger class of FPGA devices. From the best of
our knowledge, no accurate estimation of the baseband
power consumption has been provided for an LTE-like
communication chain, yet.
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1.4 Organization
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
HARQ retransmission protocols that are adopted in LTE
systems. In Section 3, the energy-consumption estimation
for each communication processing block of an LTE-
based transmission chain is proposed. The performance
analysis of AF and DF relaying schemes with HARQ
protocols are presented in Section 4. Conclusions and
recommendations are drawn in Section 5.

2 Systemmodel
2.1 HARQ retransmission protocols
Different protocols are defined in LTE in order to manage
packet retransmissions when they have not been correctly
received. Let us consider that a packet of L information
bits needs to be retransmitted to the user equipment (UE)
and within a maximum of Nmax retransmissions.

HARQ-CC In this scheme [30], each transmitted packet
composed of the CRC header is encoded by a forward
error correction (FEC) code of rate R0 (See Fig. 1 for
Nmax = 3). In a first transmission attempt, the receiver
decodes the packet and checks the CRC header. If the
packet is successfully decoded, a positive acknowledge-
ment (ACK) is sent to the transmitter. Otherwise, a
non-ACK (NACK) is sent and the incorrect received
packet is stored in a buffer rather than being dropped.
Next, the same packet is retransmitted and is combined
with the previous erroneous packet, at the receiver side.
This is performed by means of maximum ratio comb-
ing (MRC) or soft combination of log likelihood ratios
(LLRs) for each bit before decoding. This mechanism con-
tinues until the packet is successfully decoded or Nmax
is reached. Therefore, for a packet of L information bits,

the transmission rate at the n-th retransmission instant
is R0

L
n . Each retransmitted packet experiences a tempo-

ral diversity and thus the probability of correct decision
increases.

HARQ-IR: The incremental redundancy HARQ
(HARQ-IR) is considered as the most sophisticated
HARQ protocol for which the redundancy of the coding
scheme evolves with the number of retransmissions, and
it is illustrated in Fig. 2. The data packet is encoded by a
rate-compatible punctured FEC encoder that generates
a systematic mother code of rate R0. Thanks to the
systematic puncturer, the mother code is split into Nmax
sub-codes, each of L(n) bits being associated to the n-th
retransmission instant. In the first transmitted packet,
information bits and the first redundancy bits are sent.
At the receiver side, and assuming that puncturing is
known, CRC header is checked. If information bits have
been successfully decoded, ACK is sent to the transmitter,
and another packet is transmitted. If the decoder fails to
extract the correct information, the packet is stored and
NACK is sent back to the transmitter and another part
of redundancy bits is sent. The receiver then attempts
to decode the information stored with the additional
redundancy that it just received.
In contrast to HARQ-CC, HARQ-IR retransmits redun-

dancy bits rather than retransmitting the same packet.
Those bits have to be combined with the bits previously
stored. This scenario continues until Nmax is reached or
the packet is correctly decoded. Hence, at each retrans-
mission instant, the coding rate decreases (for instance,
the coding rate at the instant n becomes L∑n

i=1 L(i) ) and
the decoding capability at the receiver side increases.
This technique is more throughput-efficient compared to

Fig. 1 HARQ-CC retransmission protocol for Nmax = 3. Each retransmitted packet is combined with the previous erroneous packets
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Fig. 2 HARQ-IR retransmission protocol for Nmax = 3. Each retransmitted packet is combined with the previous erroneous packets

HARQ-CC scheme since only redundancy bits are trans-
mitted if required.
One drawback of HARQ-IR appears when the first

packet is transmitted during a deep fading and thus lost. In
that case, additional redundancy bits may not be sufficient
for loss recovery. Another inconvenience of this scheme
is that the code length increases at each retransmission
instant, requiring an adaptable-size buffer at the receiver
side.
Before starting our analysis, let us assume that the

ACK/NACK feedback packets are error-free with a neg-
ligible delay. This seems a reasonable assumption when
considering low-rate and short-length ACK/NACK pack-
ets [31]. CRC header in each packet is also assumed to be
error-free.

2.2 Relaying protocols
DF protocol: This relaying protocol consists in two-hops,
i.e., RN may start re-transmitting if and only if it has
correctly decoded the received information. DF relaying
scheme with HARQ is illustrated in Fig. 3 and works as
follows:

• At first, BS transmits a data packet to the intended
UE and to RN. If UE successfully received the packet,
an ACK is sent to BS and RN, and a new packet is
transmitted by BS.

• If UE has not successfully received the packet, a
NACK packet is sent to both BS and RN. Then, BS
starts retransmitting the same packet until UE or RN
decodes it.

• If only RN has successfully decoded (and UE failed),
RN sends an ACK to BS. Thereby, BS stops
transmitting and RN starts relaying the same packet

until UE receives it, or the maximum number of
transmissions Nmax is reached.

• If Nmax is reached, the current packet is dropped out
and a new packet is transmitted.

AF protocol: As illustrated in Fig. 3, RN only amplifies
the received signal from BS. Since RN does not decode the
received packet, a negligible signal processing latency and
energy consumption are induced. In case of an N/ACK
feedback between UE and BS, HARQ process could be
applied. The received signal at RN is amplified by a con-
stant factor A =

√
Pr/

(
PtE[ g1]+ σ 2

r
)
where Pt and Pr are

the power transmitted by BS and RN respectively, g1 the
channel gain in the first hop and σ 2

r the noise power at the
relay [32].

2.3 Energy efficiency of wireless systems
It is well known that energy efficiency (ηE) is time- and
power-dependent. Therefore, the average delay due to
retransmission mechanism has an impact on this effi-
ciency. Moreover, the spatial diversity gain offered by
the relaying schemes enables to reduce the transmission
power compared to a single hop transmission. However,
transmission power is not enough to assess the global con-
sumed power, and the energy consumption of the circuits
at both transmitter and receiver sides have to be taken
into account [3]. We first define ηE as the average num-
ber of successfully received bits over the total consumed
energy [3]:

ηE � Average number of correctly received bits
Average energy consumed

bits/J

(1)

which can be expressed in a more formal way as [25, 33]:
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Fig. 3 Relaying protocols with HARQ retransmission mechanisms. a DF relaying protocol and b AF relaying protocol

ηE = L(1 − PER (γ ))

Etotal
bits/J (2)

where PER (γ ) is the average packet error rate achieved at
the average signal to noise ratio (SNR) γ . Moreover, Etotal
is the average energy consumed by BS, RN and UE to send
L bits. The total energy consumed can be expressed as

Etotal = EBS-UE · Hdirect +
(
EBS-RN + ERN-UE

)
Hcoop,

(3)

where Hdirect(coop) is the step function which is one if the
direct (respectively cooperative) link is used and zero else.
Energy terms above can be expressed as

Ex = (
EST,x + EDYN,x + ET,x

)
Nx, (4)

where EST,x, EDYN,x, and ET,x are the energy used at static,
dynamic, and transmission parts on the link x, respec-
tively, where x ∈ {BS-UE, BS-RN, RN-UE}. Moreover,
EST,x = EST,BB,x + EST,RF,x, where EST,BB,x and EST,RF,x rep-
resent the energy consumed by the static part of baseband
and RF on the link x, respectively. The average dynamic
energy, EDYN,x, is the energy consumed when FPGA pro-
cesses the data at the transmitter and receiver and will be
detailed in the upcoming section. The energy consumed
during data transmission ET,x can be written as

ET,x = NOFDM(TOFDM + TCP)PT,x (5)

where NOFDM, TOFDM, TCP, and PT,x are the number
of OFDM symbols, the duration of one OFDM symbol,
the duration of cyclic prefix, and the transmit power,
respectively.
Finally, Nx is the average number of retransmissions

of a packet induced by the unreliable wireless link x.
It is measured in time slots (TS) and each transmitted
packet has a maximum number of retransmissions Nmax.

Therefore, the average end-to-end delay Nx between two
communicating nodes can be expressed as

Nx = lim
τ→∞

(
1
τ

) τ∑
k=1

N(k) TS (6)

with N(k) ≤ Nmax ∀k being the instantaneous delay
induced by the k-th transmission of a packet.
In this paper, we are also interested in the EE-SE trade-

off since the energy consumption is generally not the
only quantity to optimize. Spectral efficiency ηSE can be
obtained in practice by dividing the bit rate ηT per the
bandwidth usedW, which can be formally be expressed as

ηSE = ηT
W bits/s/Hz where (7)

ηT = L(1−PER(γ ))

D bits/s

with D being the average delay in seconds to transmit
L information bits and depends on the modulation and
coding scheme (MCS).

3 Hardware baseband processing energy
consumptionmodel

3.1 General description
In this section, we focus on the baseband energy con-
sumption evaluation for specific FPGA targets. In such
devices, the power consumed by the baseband circuitry
originates from two sources. The first is the dynamic
power that is generated when the circuit is active and
denoted PDYN,BB in the following. It corresponds to the
power that is dissipated by the switching activity of the
components. The second source is related to the static
power consumption of the circuit and denoted PST,BB in
the following. The latter is generated by leakage currents
of transistors. The static power highly depends on the
FPGA device whereas the dynamic power depends on
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several parameters such as the baseband processing archi-
tecture, the number of generated bits in a packet, the
encoder, the adopted MCS, the (I)FFT size, etc.
The energy consumed by the dynamic part of FPGA for

one data packet round-trip EDYN,x can be expressed as

EDYN,x = EBB,tx,x + EBB,rx,x (8)

where EBB,tx,x and EBB,rx,x are the energies consumed by
transmitter and receiver chains, respectively. At transmit-
ter, the baseband processing consumes

EBB,tx,x = PENCTENC + Nb
log 2(M)

PMODTMOD

+ NOFDMPIFFTTIFFT

(9)

where PENC, PMOD, and PIFFT are the average dynamic
powers consumed by the channel encoder, QAM mod-
ulator and IFFT block, respectively. NOFDM, Nb are the
number of OFDM symbols and bits, respectively in a
packet and M is the modulation order. Moreover, TENC,
TMOD, and TIFFT represent the induced latency from each
processing block.
At receiver, the consumed dynamic energy can be

expressed as

EBB,rx,x = Nb
log 2(M)

PDEMODTDEMOD + NOFDMPFFTTFFT

+ NITERPDECTDEC

(10)

where NITER is the number of iterations used in the turbo
decoding process. PDEMOD, PFFT, and PDEC correspond
to the average dynamic powers consumed by the QAM
demodulator, FFT, and turbo-decoding processing block,
respectively. Moreover, TDEMOD, TFFT, and TDEC express
their latencies.

3.2 Dynamic power evaluation of baseband processing
To determine PDYN,BB,x and PST,BB,x, a power charac-
terization phase was performed on the main processing
elements of the LTE physical downlink shared channel
(PDSCH). The average dynamic power consumption as
well as the static power have been obtained using a ded-
icated tool called XPower Analyzer [29] (XPA) targeting
a specific FPGA device from Xilinx, i.e., Virtex-6LX240T
-2ff1156. Note that static power, PST,BB,x, has been esti-
mated at 2.950W for such a FPGA device.
Figure 4 describes the typical flow that has been

employed to evaluate the dynamic power consumption
of each processing block. The FPGA design implemen-
tation steps are realized using Xilinx ISE 14.4 [34]. After
the “place and route” step, a VHDL simulation model
is generated which enables to take into account specific
hardware details such as timing and physical properties.
This model is then simulated using the ModelSim SE-64

v10.1c tool [35] from a dedicated testbench. During sim-
ulation, internal signal activities of the circuit, which rep-
resent the signal-switching activities, are recorded in a file
(.saif, .vcd) that is required by the XPA power estimator
tool. Finally, XPA delivers power consumption estima-
tions based on the signals activity file and on additional
implementation files. This approach guarantees to obtain
an accurate power estimation. The quantization accuracy
and the clock frequency have an important impact on the
power consumption and need to be set as

• Data quantization is 14 bits (i.e., the number of bits
used to code QAM symbols)

• Clock frequency is 50 MHz (CLKperiod = 20 ns)

Although the FPGA dynamic power consumption is lin-
early dependent on clock frequency, it also depends on
intrinsic parameters of each processing block such as data
quantization affecting the number of resources and thus
power consumption. All these parameters have to be con-
sidered during power characterisation. Figure 5 shows a
simplified representation of the system under study which
includes a transmitter and a receiver that support chan-
nel coding-decoding and QAM and OFDM modulation-
demodulation. All these blocks are compliant with the
LTE standard for PDSCH.
The average dynamic power consumption (in mW)

related to different M-QAMmodulations (M = 4, 16, and
64), several IFFT sizes and code block sizes are presented
in Table 1. Moreover, the latency, corresponding to the
processing time of each TX block, is also reported.
The same strategy has also been applied to the receiver

processing blocks, and results have been reported in
Table 2. Note that the turbo decoder latency highly
depends on the block size and on the number of process-
ing units (PU). The number of PU enables to optimize
both latency and throughput as a function of the block
size. It can also be noticed that the turbo decoder con-
sumes a significant part of the average dynamic power at
the receiver. Moreover, the FFT average dynamic power
consumption is higher than IFFT one due to implementa-
tion options.
Once all processing blocks are fully characterized,

power and latency informations are integrated into a high-
level modelling and simulation tool such as Matlab.

3.3 Extension to other FPGAs
Although power estimation values are specific to an FPGA
device and have been obtained under several assump-
tions, useful insights on how much energy is consumed
in an actual circuit are provided. In order to extend the
results previously obtained to other FPGAs, a scaling fac-
tor can be introduced according to the processing block
and the type of device considered. Examples are provided
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Fig. 4 Power characterisation methodology using XPower Analyzer tool from Xilinx

in Table 3 for FIR filter, QAM modulator/demodulator,
and IFFT. Power estimations have been obtained for sev-
eral FPGA and different IP’s parameters. The scaling ref-
erence is the Virtex-4 dynamic power estimation (without
considering inputs/outputs (I/O) power). In this way, the
provided factors may be used to obtain more flexibility
and generality to the detriment of a loss of accuracy due
to averaging and scaling. The scaling factors have to be
determined for different IPs within the system.

4 System performance analysis
4.1 System parameters
This section presents the energy efficiency performance of
the LTE-A system using relays and HARQ-CC/IR mecha-
nisms. The mother code rate Rc for HARQ-IR is 4/5 and
the coding rate in HARQ-CC scheme is set to 1/3. For our
simulations, BS communicates with UE either by a direct
transmission or with the help of RN. A strong line-of-sight
(LOS) in BS-RN link is assumed, and channel parameters
are specified in Table 4. The multi-path channel model

in BS-UE and RN-UE links is the extended pedestrian
A (EPA) model defined in Table 5. We also assume that
BS, RN, and UE are collinear, and the distance between
BS and UE is 300 m. RN is placed at 150 m from BS,
and the transmission power at RN is set to half of the BS
transmission power [36]. For AF protocol, the transmis-
sion power at RN is adapted as described in Section 2.2.
The path-loss propagation models w.r.t. the link distance
R adopted in these simulations are listed in Table 6. The
system simulation parameters are presented in Table 7 and
are used throughout this section. Moreover, the static RF
power consumption is set to 26 dBm that could corre-
spond to the power consumed by a single user in a small
cell environment.

4.2 Performance of DF protocol
4.2.1 Energy efficiency in bits/joule
In Figs. 6 and 7, the energy efficiency (bits/joule) for
HARQ-CC and HARQ-IR is depicted as a function of
transmission power in dBm. In these figures, the dynamic

Fig. 5 Scheme of the baseband system under study
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Table 1 Power consumptions (mW) and latencies of TX
processing blocks

Block Size Power PENC (mW) Latency TENC

Turbo encoder 40 8.67 61×CLKperiod

1024 8.89 1043×CLKperiod

2048 8.95 2067×CLKperiod

4096 8.96 4115×CLKperiod

6144 9.19 6163×CLKperiod

Block Type Power PMOD (mW) Latency TMOD

Modulator 4QAM 2.19 1 × CLKperiod

16QAM 2.44 1 × CLKperiod

64QAM 2.88 1 × CLKperiod

Block N Power PIFFT (mW) Latency TIFFT

IFFT 256 59.79 608 ×CLKperiod

512 71 1130 ×CLKperiod

1024 79.82 2160 ×CLKperiod

2048 93.8 4218×CLKperiod

power consumption related to the baseband processing
PDYN,BB, is only considered. At low transmission power,
EE for all schemes is very low due to a low success-
ful decoding probability. However, as transmission power
increases, EE starts increasing. For instance in Fig. 6, we
observe that DF relaying can achieve a larger EE compared
to direct transmission. Indeed, from −4 to 22 dBm, coop-
erative HARQ-CC achieves a plateau around 3 Mbits/J
using 4-QAM, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM. As per transmit
power increases, the successful decoding probability at

Table 2 Power consumptions (mW) and latencies of RX
processing blocks

Block N Power PFFT (mW) Latency TFFT

FFT 256 64.98 608×CLKperiod

512 80.31 1130×CLKperiod

1024 86.9 2160×CLKperiod

2048 103.13 4218×CLKperiod

Block Modulation Power PDEMOD (mW) Latency TDEMOD

Demodulator 4QAM 1.9 1 × CLKperiod

16QAM 2.88 1 × CLKperiod

64QAM 3.58 2 × CLKperiod

Block Size (bits) | PU Power PDEC (mW) Latency TDEC

Turbo decoder 40 | 1 98.16 2034×CLKperiod

1024 | 2 149.5 4167×CLKperiod

2048 | 4 214.42 4643 ×CLKperiod

4096 | 8 373.52 7015 ×CLKperiod

6144 | 8 389.69 10154 ×CLKperiod

RN increases and hence the delay decreases leading to a
better EE compared to direct transmission for which the
transmit power is not enough to ensure a correct decod-
ing at UE. For both direct or cooperative protocols, EE
reaches a maximum as the transmission power increases.
This maximum is larger for direct communication than
for cooperative one, about 1.85, 1.7, and 1.6 times for 4, 16,
and 64 QAM, respectively. In fact, for high SNR, RN con-
sumes additional but useless energy. If the transmission
power keeps increasing, EE decreases for all configura-
tions since the probability of successful decoding at UE
approaches one and the average delay achieves one time
slot. Hence, no more gain in energy can be expected from
the delay reduction, and high transmission power penal-
izes the energy efficiency of the transmission. The same
type of analysis can be conducted for HARQ-IR. However,
we can observe a “smoother” shape of the plateau region
in that case, and the difference between the maximum EE
of the direct transmission compared to cooperative is less
important.
Compared to Figs. 6 and 7, for which PDYN,BB, is only

considered, Figs. 8 and 9 show EE evaluation by also tak-
ing into account PST,BB and PST,RF for both HARQ-CC,
HARQ-IR, respectively. It can be first noticed that EE is
globally lower when all sources of power consumption
are considered (roughly one order of magnitude). Another
striking observation in Figs. 8 and 9 is that the plateau
value strongly depends on the modulation order. Since the
average delay depends on the chosen modulation order,
EE also depends on modulation.
Moreover, it can be observed that the difference

between the maximum EE achieved in direct and coop-
erative transmission is relatively small in this case. For
instance, in HARQ-CC protocol and 64-QAM modula-
tion, 1.5 Mbits/J is achieved in direct communication
and 0.8 Mbits/J when using relay. The difference is even
smaller for 16 and 4-QAM. For the latter, there is almost
no benefit to employ direct communication; relaying
strategy is always beneficial. Performance with HARQ-
IR behaves in a same way and there is little advantage
to employ direct communication instead of coopera-
tion. However, one can remark that the maximum EE is
achieved for 16-QAM in direct communication, i.e., 1.8
Mbits/J at Pt = 31 dBm, against 1.55 Mbits/J for cooper-
ation and the EE achieved for 64-QAM and 4-QAM are
lower.
In order to highlight the influence of the power con-

sumption sources, EE is investigated by fixing modula-
tion order, i.e., 16-QAM, and by adding progressively the
different sources of power consumption. The results are
summarized in Fig. 10, where HARQ-CC and HARQ-IR
protocols are both considered. For each HARQ technique
and with/without relay, two cases of power consumption
sources are considered, i.e., static powers (PST,BB +PST,RF)
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Table 3 Dynamic power scaling factor for different FPGA families and IPs

Scaling factors Power estimations (mW)

IP name Virtex-4 (ref) Virtex-5 Virtex-6 Virtex-4 Virtex-5 Virtex-6

FIR Filter 2 taps 1 0.479 0.225 54.67 26.19 12.285

32 taps 1 0.399 0.1015 1087 433.79 110.41

62 taps 1 0.391 0.104 1611 630.72 167.58

112 taps 1 0.414 0.1261 1850 767.14 233.42

QAM Modulator QPSK 1 0.415 0.263 8.33 3.47 2.19

16QAM 1 0.306 0.304 8.02 2.46 2.44

64QAM 1 0.317 0.23 12.44 3.94 2.88

QAM Demodulator QPSK 1 0.368 0.266 7.15 2.63 1.9

16QAM 1 0.259 0.212 13.56 3.51 2.88

64QAM 1 0.395 0.21 17.09 6.75 3.58

IFFT 128pts 1 0.465 0.332 697 324 231

256pts 1 0.438 0.303 846.7 370.6 256.52

512pts 1 0.393 0.277 1159 456 321

1024pts 1 0.363 0.258 1407 511 364

2048pts1 1 0.478 0.293 1143 546.5 335.6

1Lower power due to the automatic implementation of BRAMS by the design tool

or static and dynamic powers (PDYN,BB + PST,BB + PST,RF).
For instance, the red and blue curves (HARQ-IR) repre-
sent EE when the dynamic power related to the baseband
processing is taken into account or not, respectively. For
this configuration, we observe that EE obviously decreases
when all sources of power consumption are taken into
account. We therefore demonstrate that results of litera-
ture presentedwithout taking into account PDYN,BB lead to
optimistic performance. Moreover, the impact of PDYN,BB
is even more important at low transmit power due to the
predominance of static power consumption in that case.
We also remark that HARQ-IR is more energy-efficient
than HARQ-CC from medium to high transmit pow-
ers, but HARQ-CC outperforms HARQ-IR for very low
transmit powers, i.e., from −5 to 2 dBm.
To conclude and summarize this section, optimalmodu-

lation and HARQ protocol maximizing EE is investigated.
According to the BS transmit power budget, the max-
imum achievable EE is drawn in Fig. 11 labelled with

Table 4 Delay profile for LOS scenario (strong dominant
component) in the eNodeB-RN link

Excess tap delay [ns] Relative power [dB]

0 0.0

30 −21.0

70 −22.0

90 −23.0

optimal modulation and retransmission protocol. This
result is equivalent to maximize (2) over the set of mod-
ulation and protocols under average BS transmit power
constraint. We note an interesting behaviour around 30
dBm where EE max is achieved for IR-16QAM instead
of IR-64QAM. This behaviour can be understood only
when dynamic FPGA power consumption is taken into
account. This is due to the contributions of (9) and (10)
in (2) when modulation goes from 16 to 64QAM. Indeed,
the number of OFDM symbols needed to encode a cer-
tain number of information bits decreases when 64QAM
is used compared to 16QAM. However, PER increases
for large modulation order but does not compensate the
decrease of energy consumption induced by limiting the
number of packets to be sent and hence, IR-16QAM is
better from 30 to 35 dBm.

Table 5 Extended pedestrian A model (EPA)

Excess tap delay [ns] Relative power [dB]

0 0

30 −1

70 −2

90 −3

110 −8

190 −17.2

410 −20.8
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Table 6 Pathloss models in each link

Link Type Model

Macro-UE NLOS PLNLOS(R) = 131.1 + 42.8 log 10(R)

Macro-RN LOS PLLOS(R) = 100.7 + 23.5 log 10(R)

RN-UE NLOS PLLOS(R) = 145.4 + 37.5 log 10(R)

4.2.2 Energy efficiency-spectral efficiency tradeoff
Generally, energy efficiency is not the only criterion to
optimize in wireless access network. Moreover, it is well
known that EE and SE are two conflicting metrics and that
EE-SE is a Pareto front delimiting feasible regions in terms
of rates and energy efficiencies [33, 37, 38]. Figure 12
depicts the EE-SE trade-off for the DF-relaying protocol
using HARQ-IR and HARQ-CC. In this simulation, all
sources of power consumption are taken into account,
i.e., static and dynamic. For low values of SE, EE behaves
almost linearly w.r.t. SE and then sharply decreases when
the transmit power increases, i.e., when SE increases.
This behaviour, which has been reported in several other
works, e.g., [39, 40], is explained by the presence of static
power consumptions, i.e., independent of the transmit
power, counterbalancing the natural conflicting behaviour
of EE and SE. Indeed, at low transmit power, i.e., low SE,
the static parts are predominant and hence increasing the
transmission power results in an increase of both SE and
EE. However, as the transmit power becomes higher, it
exceeds static powers and becomes the main source of
energy waste leading to an important decrease in EE. As
shown on Fig. 12, HARQ-IR enables to reach higher EE-
SE w.r.t. HARQ-CC for a given modulation format. For
16QAM, the maximum EE obtained with HARQ-IR is
about 1.5 Mbits/J for SE equal to 2.1 bits/s/Hz and 1.08
Mbits/J with HARQ-CC for SE equal to 0.9 bits/s/Hz.

Table 7 System model parameters

Parameters Description Value

fs Sampling rate 7.68 MHz

Bw Bandwidth 5 MHz

�f Subcarrier spacing 15 kHz

Nc Number of subcarriers (FFT size) 512

NCP Cyclic prefix 128

Ng Number of guard subcarriers 211

Ns Number of OFDM symbols in a block 7

M Modulation order 4, 16, and 64

K Block length 1024

fc Carrier frequency 2.6 GHz

fmax Maximum Doppler frequency 5 Hz

N0 Noise spectral density −174 dBm/Hz

Fig. 6 Energy efficiency versus transmit power in dBm. The HARQ-CC
protocol is used. Direct and cooperative transmissions are considered,
and the adopted modulations are: 4, 16, and 64 QAM. PDYN,BB is only
taken into account in the energy efficiency computation

The interest of incremental redundancy in EE is enlight-
ened by this result. This is mainly due to the efficient
use of retransmission opportunities compared to HARQ-
CC which retransmits the same packet with a code rate
about 1/3. At the contrary, HARQ-IR first transmits with a
high coding rate, i.e., 4/5, and then retransmits additional
redundancy bits if needed, which is more energy-efficient.

4.3 Energy efficiency of AF and DF relaying
In this section, EE of AF- and DF-relaying protocols are
investigated w.r.t. transmission power. The modulation
scheme is set to 4QAM and will be used throughout this
section unless otherwise mentioned.
Figures 13 and 14 present EE w.r.t. transmission power

forNmax = 2 and 6, respectively and HARQ-CC. On these
plots, three zones can be observed, i.e., two inefficient

Fig. 7 Energy efficiency versus transmit power in dBm. The HARQ-IR
protocol is used. Direct and cooperative transmissions are considered,
and the adopted modulations are: 4, 16, and 64 QAM. PDYN,BB is only
taken into account in the energy efficiency computation
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Fig. 8 Energy efficiency versus transmit power in dBm. The HARQ-CC
protocol is used. Direct and cooperative transmissions are considered,
and the adopted modulations are: 4, 16, and 64 QAM.
PDYN,BB + PST,BB + PST,RF are taken into account in the energy
efficiency computation

energy zones at very low/high transmission power and an
efficient energy zone at medium transmission power. At
very low transmission power, the energy spent is not suf-
ficient to ensure a correct packet transmission and hence
the error probability is very high leading to poor EE. As
per transmission power increases, both protocols, i.e., AF
and DF enable increasing EE with advantage to AF com-
pared to DF for Nmax = 2. In Fig. 13, around −4 dBm for
DF and 0 dBm for AF, EE reaches a plateau at 0.59 Mbits/J
in AF against 0.32 Mbits/J in DF, until 20–25 dBm trans-
mit power for both. From 25 dBm, EE severely decreases

Fig. 9 Energy efficiency versus transmit power in dBm. The HARQ-IR
protocol is used. Direct and cooperative transmissions are considered,
and the adopted modulations are: 4, 16, and 64 QAM.
PDYN,BB + PST,BB + PST,RF are taken into account in the energy
efficiency computation

Fig. 10 Energy efficiency versus transmit power in dBm for different EE
computations. The HARQ-IR and HARQ-CC protocols are compared.
Direct and cooperative transmissions are considered, and the
adopted modulation is 16QAM. Dynamic power (DYN) related to the
baseband processing is taken into account or not in the EE evaluation

for both protocols due to a too high amplifier power
consumption.
Considering Nmax = 6 in Fig. 14, the same behaviour

with approximatively the same EE values than in Fig. 13
can be observed. However, at low transmission power, we
can notice that DF slightly outperforms AF during a small
range of transmission power, i.e., from −10 to −6 dBm.
This is due to the very low probability for the UE to ACK
a packet in AF protocol at these transmission power lev-
els resulting in a poor EE. On the other hand with DF, the
RN node can possibly decode the packet and forward it,

Fig. 11Maximum of energy efficiency versus transmit power:
cooperative transmissions are allowed as well as HARQ-CC and
HARQ-IR protocols with three modulation formats: 4, 16, and 64QAM;
PDYN,BB + PST,BB + PST,RF are considered
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Fig. 12 Energy efficiency versus spectral efficiency. HARQ-CC and IR
protocols are used. Cooperative transmissions are considered, and the
adopted modulations are : 4, 16, and 64QAM. PDYN,BB + PST,BB + PST,RF
are taken into account in the energy efficiency computation

reducing the travelling distance for the packet. This results
in a higher success probability at the UE. In Figs. 13 and
14, AF outperforms DF in medium range of transmission
power due to the absence of the static and dynamic base-
band power consumption in AF and also because packet
delivery requires two time slots in DF.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, energy efficiency of AF- and DF-relaying
techniques with retransmission protocols has been inves-
tigated. Using a real FPGA target and a dedicated tool, i.e.,
XPA, the power consumption of the main components of
an LTE-based baseband has been taken into account, as
turbo encoder/decoder, symbol mapping/demapping, and

Fig. 13 Energy efficiency for AF and DF versus transmit power in dBm
(Nmax = 2). The HARQ-CC protocol is used, and the adopted
modulation order is 4QAM. PDYN,BB + PST,BB + PST,RF are taken into
account in the energy efficiency computation

Fig. 14 Energy efficiency for AF and DF versus transmit power in dBm
(Nmax = 6). The HARQ-CC protocol is used, and the adopted
modulation order is 4QAM. PDYN,BB + PST,BB + PST,RF are taken into
account in the energy efficiency computation

IFFT/FFT blocks. This power consumption, referred as
dynamic power consumption, is generally omitted result-
ing in optimistic EE performance presented in literature.
The power consumption of each block has been inte-
grated on a global energy consumption model taking into
account relaying techniques and HARQ-CC/IR proto-
cols. EE-SE trade-off of DF and HARQ-CC/IR protocols
has been characterized. From our investigations, several
useful insights and recommendations can be drawn: (1)
HARQ-IR with DF relaying scheme achieves the best EE-
SE trade-off compared to HARQ-CC due to the efficient
use of retransmission slots; (2) AF outperforms DF in
terms of EE since the static and dynamic baseband power
consumptions are absent in AF and also because packet
delivery requires two time slots in DF; moreover, relay-
ing schemes are much more energy-efficient than direct
transmission at low signal-to-noise ratio; this study gives
very useful insights about which HARQ retransmission
protocol and relay-assisted scheme should be adopted
in future green wireless networks (3) power consump-
tion related to baseband processing should be taken into
account by engineers in order to get realistic energy effi-
ciency values especially when low transmission power is
considered in a small cell. Moreover, this study enables to
quantify the power consumption of FPGA-based systems.
Scaling factors were introduced to make easier the power
estimation for different FPGA families. FPGA devices are
an interesting technology in order to support the growing
complexity and highly constrained domain of future wire-
less communication systems. As further work, full-duplex
transmission technique will be investigated as a promis-
ing solution to overcome the latency induced by slotted
DF protocols. In parallel, multi-user scenarios will also be
taken into account.
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